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VERY IMPORTANT
INFORMATION:

LSA Open Exhibition:
3rd - 30th July 2004

Leamington Peace Festival
19th - 20th June 2004

This year we are having an extra LSA Open
Exhibition in the Library Gallery at the
University of Warwick. The exhibition will run

The Bandstand Gardens

from 3rd

- 30th July, and is timed to coincide with

the Warwickshire Artsweek 2004, which

Leamington Spa

f

rom 3rd

-

1

runs

1th July.

This year for the first time L S A is to take part in
the Leamington Peace Festival. We are planning
to run a stall which will have work by L S A

Selection Dav: Thursdav 1st Julv

members

for sale, and which will also provide the
public with information about L S A's various

Members are invited to submit one piece of work,
dimensions not to exceed 1.000cm x 1.000cm.

activities and events.

No work will be accepted unless it is submitted
ready to hang with mirror plates pre-attached.
All work must be clearlv labelled with the artist's
name, telephone number. and, if apolicable. price
(please note that the Library Gallery charges no
commission on sales). lnsurance will be the
responsibility of individual exhibitors.
Please brino work to the Library Gallery between
10.0Oam and 11.30am on Thursday lst July.
Members whose work has not been selected will
be informed by telephone and asked to collect
their work by 5.00pm on the same day.
The Library Gallery is situated off the foyer to the
main University Library on Library Road, Central
Campus. The nearest car parks are 7, 8, and 8a.

Any artist who would like to sell work at the
Festival should bring it to the LSA stall before
11am on Saturday 19th and collect any unsold
work by 7pm on Sunday 20th. All work should be
clearly marked with the artist's name and price any work not so labelled will not be put on sale.
20"/o of all sales will be deducted (10% as a
Festival fee and 10% to cover LSA's costs). All
work to be submitted at the artist's own risk.

Suitable items for sale would be small paintings
and prints, photographs, ceramics, inexpensive

jewellery, glassware, embroidery, baskets,
greetings cards etc. Please bear in mind the
Festival ethos, which is to promote peace and

Private View: Saturday 3'd July 6.OO-8.OOpm

equality. The Festival operates an ethical, green,
fair trade policy. We would also be glad to hear
from anyone who is willing to help in setting up

Exhibition dates and opening times:
3rd - 30th July
Saturday and Sunday 2.00 to 6.0Opm
Monday to Friday 9.00am to 7.30pm

and running the stall over the two days.

Members whose work is selected will be asked to
collect their work at the end of the exhibition, on
Sunday 1st August.

and when our various activities - the website,
Aftspace, the North Hall studios, and events such
as the group exhibition for lhe 2002 Wanryickshire
Artweek - really put LSA on the map. Lesley
was a long-standing and loyal member (having
joined in 1997 she was one of the earliest if not

Everyone will have been very sad to learn of the

deaths of two members of LSA in the last year,
Lesley Daniels and Brian Lamont. As Chair from
2002-2003, Brian headed the organisation during
the time of perhaps its fastest growth when the
membership first broke through the 200 barrier

3

founder members of the organisation), one of
those without whose initial belief in the need for
and potential of a local aft group LSA would never
have got off the ground. They will both be sadly
missed, and our thoughts are with their families
during their time of grief

With a view to encouraging members to take paft

in local visual art events and in

Artsweek in
particular, we have also ensured that all members
received application forms both for Aftweek Open
Studios and for the Leamington Open run by the
Leamington Ad Gallery and to be held in the
Royal Pump Rooms in July (although the latter
has a wider remit being open to all artists within
the county). ln addition we continue to work with
the Loft Theatre which twice a year invites
members to submit proposals for exhibitions in
their bar and foyer area. For details of the next

.

2003-2004 has been a relatively quiet year for
LSA, with many of the future plans we announced
at the last AGM still pending. During the summer
of 2003 we were given formal notice by Warwick
District Council to vacate the Nofth Hall studios
only to be informed subsequently that the longproposed development of the site was yet again
to be postponed. lt now looks certain that no

selection day, see p.2.

For any member who wishes to adveftise a solo
show or private view among the membership,
address labels are now available from the
Membership Secretary for t10. lt has also been
suggested that we make it easier for members to
make contact with each other by circulating a list
of names and contact details. We are therefore
inviting members who are happy to have their
details circulated among the rest of the
membership to complete the enclosed form and
return it to Grace Newman at the address

development along the original plans is to go
ahead in Spencer Yard, and our attempts to
secure alternative studio space in the Band
Factory have met with similar frustration. We
are, however, looking into other possibilities,
including the feasibility of finding a suitable and
affordable commercial let in Leamington, and we
will keep members informed of any developments.

LSA continues to support and

encourage

provided.

members in the exhibiting and publicising of their
work. ln the autumn of 2003 we ran another
successful LSA Open in the CAW gallery, with
many members taking an active paft. The event
was extensively reviewed in the last issue of
Artspace. Dave Lewis organised an evening of
aftists' talks when exhibitors were invited to talk
about their work to other artists - a well-attended
and highly popular occasion, of which there will be
more. Many thanks to Dave for taking on the
organisation of these events, and to Jean-Pierre
Kunzler who has agreed to help out with future
social events.

ln May 2003 LSA took part in the

Leamington
Canal Festival organised by Regenesis as the first
of what is intended to be a regular Southtown
event. The success of the day has prompted
LSA to get involved in another popular

Leamington event - the summer Peace Festival and this year we plan to run a stall publicising our
activities and making members' work (prints,

photographs,

small paintings,

glassware etc) available for

sale.

ceramics,
More details on

p.3.

This is the 20th edition ot Artspace. With its
colour format now well established and team of
writers regularly producing quality articles and
reviews, the magazine goes from strength to
strength. Once again, thanks to Bill Jackson for
all his work in helping to make Artspace what it
has become, and to Mick Rafferty for taking over

This year we plan to hold an additional LSA Open
Exhibition in the summer in order to coincide with
the countywide Artsweek that runs from 3-11 July.
The venue for this exhibition will be The Library
Gallery at the University of Warwick. Further
details on exhibition dates, arrangements for
submission and so forlh are provided on p.3.
Thanks to lris Beftz who has been representing
LSA on the Artsweek Steering Committee and
has been actively involved in making the voice of
visualartists heard.

as editor and for doing such a wonderful job.
It goes without saying that thanks are also due to
all the other members of the committee - Dave
Phillips, Tim Richards, Grace Newman, Dave
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as well as to co-opted
members Steve Phillips and Hazel Shaw.
Without their participation and unstinting hard
Lewis and Liz Wright

-

work LSA would not be where it is today.
Catherine Bates

took place and staff and students made a
reciprocal visit from the Children's Art School,
Viborgsky district of St Petersburg, culminating in
an exciting art exhibition at the college.

College mergers brought about a name change
rom Mid-Wanarickshire College of Fufiher
Education to Warwickshire College. Along with
this came a new Principle and a new structure.
Out went the title of Director of Art and Design
and in came Brian's new title of Dean of Faculty.
Brian enjoyed his work at the college but was, in
fact, ready to retire when the opportunity arose. ln
1997, he bought a house in France which he had
been working on over the last few years and was
looking forward to enjoying the fruits of his hard
labour. lntegration and acceptance into French
village life became complete when he was invited
to take pad in a boules/petanque competition.
Not only was he on the winning team but he
f

OBITUARY

BRIAN LAMONT
Brian Lamont, who has died at the age of 61, was
greatly respected as a teacher, Director, Dean of
Faculty and afiist. Brian's love of aft and design
and pafticularly, printmaking, has been a driving
force in his life. Born 19 September 1942, al

Longton, Staffordshire, after completing

his

formative education he went to the Laird School of
Art to begin his aft training and then to Liverpool
Art College. After graduation he spent two years
teaching at Sunderland College of Art. However,
in 1969, his passion for printmaking was pulling
him in a different direction. lt was a passion so
strong, that he left everything behind, used all his
savings, and went to Paris for six months to study
etching with S. W. Hayter. This was the beginning
of a life-long connection with France.

Upon his return from Paris he married Moira and

began teaching on the Foundation Course at
Northwich College of Art. ln '1981 he took up the
post of Head of Art at Rotherham College of At1.
By this time he had a young family and although
the children enjoyed living in Yorkshire, Brian was
eager to be on the move again.
He arrived at Mid-Warwickshire College of Further
Education, Leamington Spa, in 1986, to take up

the post of Director of Aft and Design, His brief
was to widen the opportunities for students
wishing to embark on a career in afi and design
and increase the student intake. At that time the
art department at the college was small and very
male dominated, with only one token female on
the full{ime staff. Brian saw the potential in
having a balanced team of male and female fulltime staff, which he quickly appointed. A new
structure was introduced with clearly defined
areas of work. An understanding that contented
staff leads to contented students was prevalent.
New courses were introduced and staff given
ownership of them.

Within a very short space of time he had not only
increased the number of full-time staff but had
doubled student numbers and the income in the
Art and Design Directorate by threefold.
He established links with schools and academies
rn St Petersburg. ln the early nineties, two visits
by staff and students from Wanruickshire College

became the overall, individual, petanque
champion. The trophies are now proudly
displayed on the windowsill of his house in
France.

Brian was very much a family man, immensely
proud of his wife and children and of their
achievements. His public persona was that of a
private person,, undemonstrative and calm in all
situations, quietly giving, where needed, support
and encouragement.

During his shod retirement, he felt greatly
honoured to be asked to take the Chair of the
Leamington Studio Artists, which he held, from
2002-03. Again it was something that was very
close to his heaft and he enjoyed doing. He had
spent his whole life making art accessible to
others, and I am sure, that had circumstances
been different he would have continued to put
considerable energies into the f ufther
development of LSA. Brian is survived by his wife
Moira, son Duncan and daughter Seona.

Mo Enright

Brian Thomas Lamont
Teacher and ariist
born September 19 1942; died January 24 2004

Harry Weinberger.
Pump Room Gallery,
Leamington Spa.
The paintings in this show are not dated but

German than French. The brush work and
colour becomes bolder and more expressive in

it

is assumed that they follow a more or less
chronological sequence. The earliest, My

Nortolk, a landscape, and in Lamorna Cove,
where the directional brush marks and the
abrupt contrasts of strong colour give the work
a vitality and energy that is distinctly

Room in Chelsea dates form the 1940s. lt has
the intimate, personal, lived-in feel of the

student bedsit. The colours are sombre reds,

olive greens and earth colours. The brush
work is confident and expressive; rather more

Expressionistic.

FN*

Padstow
Many Post-lmpressionist influences (Matisse,
Mondrian, Derain and even Gauguin) can be
traced in Weinberger's mature style, which is

-

HarryWeinberger

in Window in Provence. The influence of Matisse
is recognisable in the latter, not so much in the
handling, which is already individual, but in the
choice of subject and the use of pure colour. The
painting expresses joy and optimism which was

characterised by simplification of form and the use
of blocks of colour. This is evident in Houses in
London and ln Spain.ln the latter particularly, the
composition, style and colours, blues, pinks and
reds are reminiscent of Vlaminck. However, the
specific emotional intensity of the colours change
over the next few paintings, the palette becomes
lighter, first with ln Beiln and then in Mourierand

no doubt in part due to the location.

Another aspect of Weinberger's work is seen in

Lago Maggiore, in which areas of the image
become divided into abstract shapes of flat colour.
Although Weinberger clearly enjoys this freedom
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of

invention, the abstract areas are generally
confined to particular areas of the composition,
the street, a mountain side, the sky or water. ln
Lago Maggiore, the picturesque beauty of the
subject is complemented by these lyrical bursts of
invention which lift the painting onto a higher
expressive plane. ln some paintings, such as
Street in Portugal, Weinberger sees how far he
can push abstraction before it threatens to disrupt
the coherence of the image. This high-wire
balancing act is convincingly performed in the
large painting, ln Portugal. lt is necessary to stand
back some 15-20 ft to get the full effect of this
painting, any closer and the image begins to fall

musical composition. Step back again and the
various abstract shapes and colours reassemble
themselves into a recognisable building.
Weinberger's interest in myths, drama and poetry
is represented in the later paintings, such as The
King and the diptych, Hokusai Buttertfies. ln the

latter the great Japanese artist appears to be
sitting in a garden, conjuring butterflies with his
hands. His butterflies fly up into the garden then
out into the world. One of his most daring colour
compositions is not in the show but can be seen
in the main gallery. B/ack Snow looks so easily

achieved, effodless,

apart. This tension between figuration and
abstraction is implicit in Weinberger's work. The

isn't.

Weinberger combines large areas of black with
dullish blues, creamy whites, lavenders, Gauguin
pinks and ghostly greens in a remarkable and
memorable way that is quite individual.

more daring he becomes the greater the tension,

the greater the danger and the greater

but of course it

the

painting's hold on the viewer. From close to, the
building, doorway and steps leading up to it, have

little if any form; the colours and the intervals
between them are the visual equivalent of a

Nick Smale

LESLEY DANIELS

OBITUARY

Heaven
7

Sent

1

949

- 2003

oil & collage 18*13 cm

Manchester Academy and became a member,
and later secretary, of the Association of Midland
Artists. The University of Wanruick commissioned
two large series of works for the new Sports
Centre and the Department of Computer Science.
She held seven solo exhibitions in her tragically
shod career, three in London and others locally,
culminating in the memorable show at the
University of Warwick Library Gallery a year ago.

Lesley Daniels, a most gifted artist and member of
LSA, died just before Christmas. She had been
seriously ill for several years (Churg Strauss
Syndrome). Her characteristic selflessness and
unfailing interest in others often belied her
underlying frailty so that it came as a great shock,
even to those that knew her well, when she died
shortly after being admitted to Warwick Hospital.

Beckenham, she came to live in
Leamington in 1983. lt was only when her last
child went to school that she began to pursue her
artistic ambitions. As a mature student at
Warwickshire College her talent for painting and
printmaking was soon evident and eventually led
to her achieving the Diploma in Fine Art with a
Distinction, in recognition of the excellence of her

Born

in

She had always expressed herself through many
different styles of imagery and across different
media - a difficult path to follow for all but the
ablest artists. What, in her case, was enviable
versatility could easily have been regarded as
superficiality in lesser artists. A natural sensitivity
to the formal elements of picture making coupled
with a wonderful imagination ensured that no
matter what the style, or method, her work had
quality. lt was in some of the more figurative
works she displayed an intensity and originality
that revealed a depth of feeling that transcended

work. During her time at college she was fortunate
to be taught by the artist Barry Burman, and his
influence stayed with her in her rich use of tone,
conferring an intensity worthy of the old master.

the technical virtuosity of her other work.
Extraordinarily idiosyncratic, a curious cast of
characters dwell in a parallel existence in a

Her exceptional abilities, both as an artist and
communicator, were recognised as a student at
the college and she was soon asked to join the
staff as a part{ime lecturer. She taught for several
years until her illness forced her to give it up. She
had a natural aptitude for teaching younger
students and inspired many with her enthusiasm
and inventive use of materials in the children's aft
workshop that she taught. Her commitment and

energy generated

strange world of her imagination, which (though

intriguing and enjoyable to observe) we could
never hope to understand, arising as they did
from the subconscious depths of her memory.

We are left with the incalculable legacy of this
work, a tangible and lasting connection to a
unique personality. I hope it won't be too long
before a wider public have an opponunity to see

an excitement around

the
activity in the studio that gave even the most timid
child the confrdence to experiment and
engendered a shared joy in the process of

the breadth of her achievement.

creativity.
Neil Moore

The quality and originality of her own work began
to attract the attention of a wider audience and
she was successful in many open exhibitions: the
Royal Water Colour society, the Royal West of
England Academy, the Hunting Exhibition and the
Manchester Academy (prize-winner) among many

others. She was elected

a

member

of

Paintings and Prints
oy

lnga Harland.

the

Library Gallery, Warwick University.
It is no good expecting to see familiar images
in this exhibition of lnga Harland's paintings.
Titles, such as Reliquary, Genesis, Ancestors

and Beginnings are helpful but the

viewer

I

must abandon preconceptions and focus on
the paintings themselves to understand where
the artist stands in relation to her subject
matter. ln Reliquary, for example, there are no

Transition

lnga Harland

O1

artefacts, no obvious symbols or emblems to
afticulate its meaning, instead there is only a
multi-layered surface, earthy in texture and

different from those of her paintings. They are
immediately comprehensible, the subjects are
taken directly from ancient sources, from

colour.

Egyptian hieroglyphics and cave paintings
which include human as well as a variety of
animal images. Clearly Harland has a liking for
the directness and sensitivity of these
drawings but they undergo a transformation
and take on a more profound meaning when

ln her shorl statement Harland gives furlher
clues. She writes that her work has been
influenced by the landscapes of South Africa
and Arabia, "where droughts, deserts, locusts,
cave paintings, dramatic rock formations and
vast open spaces were part of daily life". ln her
choice of hieroglyphics and other imagery and
the layering of mixed media she attempts "to
give some sense of the passage of time, the
ever receding space and our evolution. The

they become incorporated into the fabric of her
paintings.

Harland

is at her most creative

and

imaginative in paintings, such as Reliquary,
Genesis

particularly

images in her prints are quite

Aftermath, Ancestors

entitled, Transition

I

and

in the three larger landscapes

1,

Transition

2

and

Emergence. Transition 1, for example,
appears at first sight to be almost empty.
There is no horizon, no sense of recession, no
immediately recognisable figures. lnstead the
surface is littered with pale smooth fragments
pieces of coal and scraps of woven material.
Despite all this, the surface looks sparsely
covered, parched and painted predominantly
in a pale yellow ochre. There is no evidence of
cultivation, no primitive habitations or corrals
for livestock. No evidence of human
manipulation of the landscape, of man's
ownership of it. Human existence is indicated
indirectly perhaps by the accumulation of the

human figures, and there is another human
configuration, a giant by comparison, one
loosely defined by straw to make a tall narrow
segmented body with linear extensions for
arms, legs, neck and head. The figure is not

emphatically delineated or unmistakably
present, its elements form part of the
landscape, it inhabits the landscape
unobtrusively, like the group of smaller
rudimentary figures that seem to be passing
through it. Harland also exhibits a series of
paintings entitled "The Way Through" which
might be developed further, and there are a
number of etchings which also have potential,
based on Velasquez's painting, Las Meninas.

broken egg shells, or the fragments of cloth,
and directly by a minute hieroglyph of a figure,

dwarfed by the landscape. The fragile and
bleached forked pieces of plant stems may
represent the torsos and legs of a group of

Nick Smale

Modern Figure Drawing:
Transformation of Practice
medium if it was kept firmly in check. lts taming
was formalised in the heyday of the academies
through a method of figure drawing that was
applied with almost military precision. lt was a
mimetic approach. Students were expected to
make an exact copy of what they saw. This
demanded accurate measurement in accordance
with a set of rules that stifled creativity and
inhibited the imagination. lllusionism was the
preferred option because the finished look of the
drawing was paramount.

When Picasso made his famous boast that he
could draw like Raphael as a child, it's unlikely he
was referring to his adolescent years. Something
hormonal happens around the age of thirteen that

seems to cloud our judgement in matters of ad

just as surely as in matters of sex, life and
everything else. There were no Salvador Dali
posters to stick on the wall in Picasso's day so
perhaps in his teenage years he really could
produce Raphaels to order.
Charcoal wasn't the messy substance then that it
seems to have become subsequently. lt was
drummed into both pre and post Raphaelite

students that charcoal would only work

as

The temptation to concentrate on

a

10

superficial

appearance, style rather than substance, was
almost irresistible. Students would scramble to

acquire skills that favoured a literal, formulaic and

an investigative attitude should be brought to bear
on it from the outset.

conventional approach. lt was expected that a
knowledge of anatomy would, in theory at least,
inform the drawing process. But the gap between
knowledge and its application can be wide. The
division of knowledge from experience did not
encourage students to use more organic, more

A willingness to make numerous stabs in the dark

has become an essential plank of

modern

The assumption was that the Old Masters had
worked this way. But they had not. They had

drawing. We would expect an artist now to go
beyond mere demonstrations of competence. We
would want to see clear strategies for
interpretation, a broad vocabulary of mark-making
and confidence in the development of a telling
image. These expectations are part of the legacy
of early Modernism. With its roots in colour theory,
lmpressionism caused a blurring of the distinction
between drawing and painting, but there were
artists whose interests were also graphic. l've

searched for the structure of the figure as a matter

mentioned Degas already

of course. lt might seem like a trivial point, but
they had also never seen a photograph. ln the
period we are talking about, (Picasso's youth),

photography but his practice was not limited to its

empathetic approaches to the problems of
representation. The outcome was predetermined
and the final form of the drawing, the objective,
was clearly imprinted on the imaginations both of
the teacher and of the student.

promptings.

in relation to

He was an

investigative
Toulouse Lautrec. They

draughtsman, as was
shared an interest in the low life of Paris. They
were attracted by its energy, its vitality and its

photography was well-established and its magical,

illusionistic powers were both a lure and an
influence. Seurat and Degas had turned the
properties of photography to their advantage. lts
presence is well disguised in Degas' drawings but
with Seurat, you can't miss it. He worked on a
particularly strong handmade paper that gave him
a photographic black and white version of
pointillism. The radicalism of these abbreviated
glimpses of reality was a far remove from the
buffed and burnished literalism of the academies.
There the range of marks and the vocabulary of
drawing occupied a narrow band of highly refined,
smoothly polished effects that echoed the more
mundane aspects of commercial photography.
The vitality of the Old Masters had been stripped
from the very practice they were trying to imitate.
What was written out of the equation was the

legendary vulgarity.

lt's no

accident

that

Expressionism followed on from lmpressionism.
The roots of Expressionism were already there in
the style and subjects of these Parisian drawings.
Lautrec's studies of prostitutes at rest are openly
gestural. Colour is used for expressive purposes.

They are in some ways more emotive and
certainly more authentic than Egon Schiele's
equally frank but highly mannered studies of
partially dressed young girls. Lautrec's work only
became self-conscious and illustrational when he
turned his cabaret figures into decorative motifs.
The distinction between illustrational drawing and
image-based drawing is particularly imporlant

because modernist drawing always involved a

most vital ingredient of all, spontaneity.

concern for process and a regard for spontaneity.
Chance and formal disruption were often used to

Its lack can still be felt today when there's an
over-anxious concern for accuracy. Scrupulously
accurate measurement invariably leads to overdependence on literal solutions. The outline is a
classic example of this. lts usefulness cannot be

take the work forward into unknown areas of
experience. This strategy is still relevant today,
particularly where conventional skills of
draughtsmanship are limited. lt's a fair
assumption that the early pioneers of Modernism
could 'draw properly if they wanted to' because

denied. lt can provide formal boundaries that can
help to stabilise a drawing and give it definition.
But if used routinely as the main prop of a drawing
it can concertina the process by closing it down
prematurely. An appreciation of the totality of the
subject requires more than this. lf the mass and
structure of the figure is to be drawn successfully,

they were academically trained. But later on in the
2Oth century this was not always the case. For
artists of this period it was sometimes necessary

to

extend the vocabulary

of

mark-making by

working across a broader front. The objective was
not to avoid the problems of observation but to
11

drawings became flatter, more schematic and
more patternistic as time went on.

find new routes through them that might offer
more than just the traditional mimetic approach.
This did not mean an attitude of 'anything goes'.
On the contrary, the need to grapple with the
demands of observation was just as important
within this more liberated framework. Drawing

Others though were prepared to continue
exploring the link between materiality and
meaning. Auerbach was able to do this without
rejecting the Western aesthetic as Dubuffet had

media could still be broad and robust even in the

investigations. ln such a
permissive environment, the stick of charcoal
could be a relatively blunt instrument and yet still
do its job.

most searching

of

done. His commitment to observational scrutiny is
legendary. The intense desire to get things right
was something of a Slade obsession. Auerbach's

impoftant

interpretation of what this might mean is
idiosyncratic but entirely logical and for him,
utterly compelling. Picasso's distortions of the
human form also carry conviction but only
because he assumes authority for what might
otherwise seem like the wayward products of an
inflated ego. lt could be just a British thing, this
need to reference the real. Michael Pofier, lan
McEever and Hughie O'Donohue make tactile

barometer for emotional engagement. Johns and

images that are clearly referential. They belong to

Willem De Kooning

in

America and Frank

Auerbach in England were the chief exponents of

a type of

vigorous drawing that depended on

observational competence. You can sense it all
the time with De Kooning but Auerbach manages
to bury it deep within the fabric of each work. ln

both cases, suface became an
Rauschenberg

in their prints and Dine in

a

his

of

abstraction whose materiality is

and feel of the wind-blown world they inhabit.
Their drawing materials don't just stack up, they
also spread out, invade, cure and coalesce in
blurry alliance on habitually grubby supporls.

lt

reinforced confidence in the value of
mark-making by celebrating the virtues of tactility.

scope.

tradition

prompted by the texture of the natural world. The
authority for their inventions comes from the look

drawings moved the process fonruard towards a
more relaxed but also more complex involvement
with subject-matter and a more affirmative interest
in process. Mixed media drawing was popular
because it tapped the same source as Abstract
Expressionism while seeming to offer greater

O'Donohue is the only one of the three to make

direct reference to the figure. lts presence is
merely implicit in the work of the other two. But
there's another artist nearer to home whose

Before painting went abstract, figure drawing was

an essential building block for

compositional
image making. After abstraction had broken the
link with early Modernism, decisions about
drawing styles and drawing techniques were more

commitment to the natural build-up of an image is

so complete that she has committed herself
exclusively to drawing, and that's Alison Lambert.
She has focussed her practice of image
excavation in recent years by isolating the figure
and stripping it of all contextual references. This
has never been seen more clearly than in her

difficult to make. When sudace modulation is all

there is, the syntax of mark-making becomes
important. There's a temptation to read the
surface if not for meaning then cefiainly for other
associations. This semi-abstract state, exploited
by such artists as Tapies, also began to appear in

touring exhibition, the Human lmage, shown at
the Herbert Art Gallery in Coventry in the spring. lt
might appear at first sight that Lambert is tapping
into the same modernist source as these other
British artists, but this is only partially true. Some
of the earlier work contains unmistakably classical
references that can now seem archaic. ln the
more recent work, she attempts to reconcile the

more ovedly figurative work. Dubuffet's stylised
characters grew out of a matrix of marks from
which they could never truly escape. Dubuffet
rejected the Western tradition of image-making by
embracing materiality. ln spite of his best
intentions, a sophisticated abstract aesthetic
emerged in his work of the 1940s that seemed to
anticipate holistic, all-over abstraction. But this
was not for him. Both his figurative and abstract

two

opposing forces of classicism and
expressionrsm by subjecting a series of single
standing figures to an avalanche of abstract markmaking. A framed set of these naked, larger than
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Alison Lambert

Immersion

2001

charcoaland pastel on paper

Courtesy Jill George Gallery London

t3

life-size figures line the walls of Gallery Three like
group of giants working out. Giants of course
never existed and nor did the subjects of these
drawings. They are figments of the aftist's
imagination, but as a result of her determination to
create a plausible identity for each one, they are

the image is never taken for granted. As with
Auerbach, its crystallisation is endlessly
delayed.The process is one of construction,
deconstruction and reconstruction in which
oppofiunities to speculate, discover and invent
are maximised. She searches for the image by

also tangibly real.

orchestrating numerous defiberate and accidental

a

marks and surface fluctuations

The materials are familiar enough. Sticks of

till

something

emerges that she's able to live with.

charcoal are used, not as tools for conjuring up

illusions

but as the building blocks for

Schiele was arrested for applying the principles of
expressionism to drawing but for his subjectmatter, it has to be said, rather than his style. His
affront to stuffiness was boosted by the shock
value of his underage dallyings. What artists

an

imaginative reconstruction that almost amounts to
sculpture. They are entirely convincing. Part of
their success lies in the painstaking method of

their construction. Torn paper plays as much a
part in the making of these images as the
charcoal itself. Paper is used both as a ground for
the image and as a material for revising it. Small
scraps of paper are stuck on but they're also torn
off till only a blackened residue remains. The
surface becomes flayed and broken by all this
cutting and pasting which also works well as a
metaphor for life's many knocks. These
archetypal figures seem to be experiencing a
surrogate existence that's particularly challenging

working subsequently have shown is that you
don't need to sensationalise your subject-matter
to make an image interesting, you simply have to
give it a bit more room. They have understood
even though they haven't always been able to
apply it, that this involves more than just the
recognition of familiar landmarks. They have
begun to appreciate the need to get involved
across a broad front in repeated cycles of activity
that fully extend the potential of the medium. They
know now that if they stay with the main elements
of a drawing in a process of thorough revision,
they might realise its true potential. lt has been a
lesson in the relevance and advantages of
modern practice that's been fully absorbed. And
what would the young Picasso have produced if
he'd been there? Well, not a Raphael, that's for
sure. That was always strictly off-limits.

and possibly none too comfoftable.

Gallery Three is where Graham Sutherland's
evocative drawings for Coventry Cathedral's
tapestry used to be. The ghost of that historic
collection seems to haunt the show. The figures
hang in a state if not of suffering then of serious
contemplation. One of them looks down in an
attitude of modesty that's positively penitent while
another stands rigidly to attention, ready to
explode, it seems, with the sheer effott of coming
into being. These refreshingly honest works carry
an emotional charge that is rare in contemporary
drawing. This is due in no small pad to the

Peter McOafthy
For another review of Alison Lambed's exhibition
see p.27

interrogatory nature of the process. The viability of

William Cobbing
Royal Pump Rooms, Leamington Spa

The Pompidou Centre in Paris is famous for

And the walls are melting too. Their plaster seems
to be leaking across an invisible plain that hovers
six inches above the floor. Meanwhile, a male
figure sits on a chair or at least half of him does.
His top half melts scarily into the back of the chair
and becomes an inseparable paft of it.

having its plumbing on the outside and its walls on
the inside. Lloyds building in London does

something similar and so, (for the time being at
least), does the Gallery at the Pump Rooms. A
couple of pipes wriggle their way out of the main
wall where they are bolted firmly together so they
can wriggle their way back in again.
14

William Cobbing
There's an equally scary scene in a Roman
Polanski film where an arm squirms its way
out of the wall. This was before things went
digital. Now there are numerous morphing
moments in such films as Terminator and Matrix

the medical reference that the Gallery

where even weirder things can happen. They use
trick photography and a room full of computers.
William Cobbing uses his hands and a couple of

bags

of plaster. They do it to

entertain

Sitzmaschine 2003

has

burdened itself with is cleverly slipped in. People

are connected by proboscidean rolls of clay to
each other, to the walls or even in one case, to
the ceiling. They are rooting into things as fast

US,

Cobbing does it to ask us questions about how we
might see the world and how we might exist in it.

and furiously as a crop of rampaging Triffids.

It's

a

move that's reminiscent of Magritte, the

most plausible of the surrealists. lt calls reality into
question by successfully engineering a clash of
contexts. Cobbing doesn't reassemble things, he
just sets them off in the wrong direction and then
waits for the inevitable consequences. lt works in
an absurd sorl of way.

The questions aren't perhaps as profound as the

catalogue makes out. They quote Spinoza but
Cobbing is only challenging our common sense
expectations. The Surrealists did it by wildly
fantasising, Cobbing does it by subtly intervening
and then taking these interventions to their absurd
but logical conclusions. The startling results are
there either in fact or in photographs of fictional
situations that are completely convincing. Here

Peter McCarthy
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Rugby Open Exhibition 2003
Rugby Aft Gallery and Museum.

which would create an element of surprise and

The Rugby Art Gallery and Museum provides an
excellent spacious venue for this exhibition.
Visitors are invited to vote for the piece of work
they like best; I chose Gordon's Garden, by Jude
Ragsdale. lt is an entirely abstract image but with
the soft texture and relief of the materials

strengthen the formal structure. Metropolis 3, by

Adrian Bradbury

is

strongly abstract

and

rectilinear, and is memorable because it is so
cleanly precise and uncompromising. ln contrast
to this, Andrew Radbourne's fantasy, Sleeping
Giants, a pen and ink drawing, is reminiscent of

(probably wool, a kind of
imaginative
needlework), and the choice of colours (blue
through to purple, violet and yellow), Ragsdale
achieves a magical atmosphere, an almost
palpable sense of being in a garden on a warm

Rudolf Bresdin's lithographs and

Arthur

Rackham's illustrations. Rathbourne's forest
landscape of ancient gnarled trees, a face in the
clouds, a knight deep in thought lit by a single
candle in a cave beneath a tree and images of
grotesque beasts crouching under tree roots,
would make a wonderful illustration for a

Summer's night.

Another work of distinction is Simon Hudson's
digital photograph, Cathedral Steps. This image of
an old woman begging might have been like so
many other similar subjects, but here the figure
seems to be dematerialising, it is becoming
almost invisible, only her face and hands remain
poignantly intact. The visitor is left to draw his or

children's book.
Sue Stanley's St// Life with Oranges has a cefiain
naive quality that is attractive. Boldly painted with
an individualistic appreciation of colour and form,

exceptional when

it stands out from any number of other still life
subjects. Likewise there is a seeming naivet6 in
Laura Bradley's, Goodnight Geese. Her images
are direct and to the point, she wastes no time on
irrelevant detail and creates a charming narrative
in a single image. ln complete contrast, Ruth
Lynne's glass sculpture, Rectangular Curve, has
a refined aesthetic appeal that relies on formal
simplicity and profession craftsmanship. ln
comparison Chris Maclean's embroidered and
printed quilt, Sarah's Genes, appears homespun;

painting light, luminous evening skies against dark

its central motive, a large double helix, is

foregrounds. She has a meticulous technique,
handles detail exquisitely and can crystallise a
scene in a few square inches. The monochrome
photograph by Terence Galvin, entitled, Treelines,
combines contrasting textures (heightened by
high definition), with the repeated abstract pattern
of trees and their shadows caste on a fence. The
photograph, Reflections, by Jean Sutton, might
have been more effective if there was a greater
emphasis on pattern, a more severe abstraction,

surrounded by

her own conclusions.
Carol Wheeler's ceramics benefit from being on a

larger scale and Doreen Freeman's lndian
Wedding Tree is amusing and imaginative. There
are many good and interesting ceramic works by
Frank Smith, Dorothy Ann-Crowe and Geoff
Crowe; Crowe's blue thrown vessels have very
fine colour and form. Ann Brain's miniatures are

consistently good. She

is

a

border of screen-printed family

photographs.

Ghost, by Pete Thornley, is one of the largest
works in the show. The life-size photograph of a
nude female with arms raised above her head is
framed by rough timbers with nails and caste-iron

in

place. The soft focus of the
photograph contrasts with the physicality of the

fixings still

frame, which draws attention to the figure's virtual
status. Frank Phormley's, ln Memory of David
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Lynch's Birthday 1998, is probably the smallest
work in the exhibition. The photographic image of
a man is seen in a wooden dark slide from a field
camera. The protective shutter can be closed or
opened like a sliding door. The image of the man
is seen once again through the apparatus of the
camera as if the photographer is about to take the
photograph. Both the photograph and the memory
momentarily come to life.
Nick Smale

Portraiture
The White Room
H.M. Graphics

Regent

St,

Leamington Spa

ln the days before photography, the famous and
the infamous had to be painted, sculpted, drawn
or etched if they wanted to know how they might
appear to others. But in the period following its
invention, photography was able to beat off the
opposition for price, speed, accuracy and even in
some cases, artistry. So it's a strange irony that
some of the most successful British painters of
the 2Oth century, Lucien Freud, Frank Auerbach
and David Hockney, subscribed to this seemingly
outmoded practice. We get a glimpse of both how
and why in this strong collection of prints at the
White Room.
What they all have in common is the urge to dig
deep to reveal the person within, but usually with
widely different consequences. Auerbach takes
his antipathy to photography to the scrawliest

extreme. He comes from an expressionistic
background that elevated the authentic image to
Holy Grail status. Piety can be irritating and
there's something worthy and uncomfortable
about these spiky images. He seeks but he
doesn't always find.
Freud's staggeringly priced, Head and Shoulders
1982, demonstrates how you can reveal form and

structure (and get rich too) without sacrificing

style. He doesn't achieve this through
compromise. He isn't tempted to establish a
Ghost

Peter

Thornley

graphic equivalent of the familiar tactility of the
paintings. The image stutters into focus through a
series of searching runs that leave behind a set of
loosely parallel traces that are unmistakably his.

Rugby Aft Gallery
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As we would expect, Hockney is less intense.
He's even more relaxed here as a draughtsman
than he usually is as a painter. His series of
etchings of the Greek poet Cafavy was probably
one of his best. E.M.Forster described Cavafy as

standing at a slight angle to the universe, a
description that could just as easily apply to
Hockney. lt's no surprise therefore that the pofirait
we have here, Cavafy ll, is entirely sympathetic. lt
represents a life rather than a likeness. This latter
area is where Stephen Conroy excels. He belongs
to a generation of Scottish artists who were not
afraid to embrace styles that were thought to be
redundant, As a student at Glasgow School of Art
he was able to knock off Degas pastiches with
consummate ease. He comes across therefore as
the most traditionally proficient and, dare I say it,
the most photographic.

The Pool Project
Exhibition of Photographic Digital lmages

Peter McOarthy

by

Peter Chapman.

Lanchester Gallery, Coventry

Chapman's largest digital photograph, entitled
Panorama, is a panoramic view of an outdoor

swimming

pool in Brixham, Devon; it

measurers some 37ft long by 5ft high. The
image is accompanied (as are all the images
in the show) by a lengthy text, which is part

technical information and pan the

artist's

personal response to the subject. He writes
lhal Panorama evokes, "the days of ghosts
meeting, comings and goings, are somehow
tangible, yet out of reach, they've gone,
remembered, imagined but no longer there".
Some might argue that an accompanying text,
in this case a poetic evocation of the location,
is not necessary, on the premise that the
visual image should speak for itself and that
this is perhaps an admission that Chapman's
images need help.
The narrative and poetic quality that he alludes
to is not immediately apparent in his images.

lndeed some

of

them may be seen

as
documentary records of what an outdoor pool

looks like out of season at a particular time of
day. All the images are consciously composed

U

niversity.

mundane in their ordinariness. Yet Chapman
was initially drawn to the subject intuitively and
the decisions he made about when and how to

photograph the pool were in tune with his

or

perhaps only paft-realised,
emotional responses to the subject. All the
realised,

large works on show are numbered; there are
no titles, except in the case of Panorama,
which is non-specific. Chapman clearly wishes
to keep the images non-specific (they already
have the generic title, Ihe Poot) lo reinforce
their mundaneness, a quality that he finds

fascinating and which characterises most of
the work in the show. He writes that, "in the
simplicity of the mundane, there can be an odd
even sinister quality", a quality he calls
'otherness'. He is interested in images that
seem to "encapsulate much of the implied
meaning of a sequence" and at the same time
"contain a description of a greater narrative".
The incorporation of a text in the caption may
be, in part at least, an academic requirement.

As

Professor Scrivenor states

in

his

and many form strong abstract designs, but

introduction, "...the Pool project was produced
within a practice-based academic programme

they are not dramatised, they are almost

of study leading to the award of a
18

doctoral

degree...". The programme called 'creative
production' aims in pafi to emphasise the
importance of "reflective practice" in producing
"productive excellence". Evidently "reflective
practice" in this academic context, needs to be
written down in order to assess "productive
excellence". But there is something more that
is interesting and effectively realised in
Chapman's other work on show in the Bugatti

building. ln the Strange Holel series, small
digital photographs are mounted and framed
with texts, in this case, lines of dialogue. One
photograph for example shows a small area of
a wall with a lighted wall lamp and paft of a
picture. Nothing else is seen and the image
has no narrative content or pafticular arlistic
merit.

The Pool

Project

Peter Chapman

The accompanying text is a conversation between
two people. Person 'a'asks what person "b" does,
'b' replies that he does stuff. Despite the puzzled

dislocated conversation that appears to be going
nowhere, seems to inhabit the adjacent image.

effofts of 'a' to find out what stuff, 'b' refuses to
elaborate. Eventually when 'a', exasperated, asks
why he wont do so, 'b'says he can't because then

strangers, a man and a woman, perhaps?) a
sympathetic location (a hotel lounge, in the
evening) and the location is given a history, both

the mystery would be gone. This kind

become part of a narrative.

The image gives the conversation (between

of
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Chapman explains that he has borrowed this

with intangibles (not products), feeling such as

ique f rom contemporary adve rtisin g, where
the copy gives a meaning to otherwise
meaningless imagery. By taking it into the gallery

loneliness, separation and loss, "the days of
ghosts meeting, comings and goings".

he re-defines it as Fine Art. But like The Pool

Nick Smale

tech

n

Project, the images and dialogues are concerned

lfis Eeflz" instaltreii"sn

,.,igvc

phl.rir:. ,.-{.lex Larp

lris Bertz
"Mantel"
The Gallery, Stratford-on-Avon, March
A forest of forms

-

- stems that are taken from the slowergrowing species of willow, salix alba (named after
the white underside of its leaves) and woven into
individual sculptures to mrme the pulse of life.
figures

2OO4

tree-like and yet (as if figures

fingers crooked in welcome) inescapably
humanoid - beckon us into their mysterious
space. lt is typical of lris Bertz' work not only that
paft should relate to whole - these treeJorms are
made up of tree-parts in the winding and binding
of willow stems - but also that plant should relate
to human in the comfortable familiarity of shared
organic forms. Just as enlarged photographs of
tissues or cells can be mistaken for aerial views of
the earth's surface, and vice versa, so here
shared forms of bundled vessels and branching
fibres unrte the animal and vegetable worlds.
Distinctly red veins run through some of the

or

It is this pulse that the exhibition seems quietly if
joyously to celebrate. Take any one of these cut
stems and plant it in the ground before the end ol
March (the date the exhibition ends) and it will resprout, roots growing from the buds on the
branches. As in other installations, Berlz reveres
the amazing quality of her material that, even

when plucked and worked

to death, still

possesses a life force that yearns to return to the
soil and to grow again.
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dead. Not all the forms are so spooky,
though. There is one figure in particular that -

The exhibition plays on the theme of death and
re-birth. There is something haunting if not
uncanny about these hooded forms, these
"mantles" that, like perpendicular sarcophagi or
full-length shrouds, we are invited to step into.
And, as we enter into the experience of death,
impersonating a corpse or an Egyptian mummy,
so we are re-born as we emerge again into the

and the

small, hairy, and jaunty (and made, apparently, of

conversation, whispering together and leaning in

local willow) has the irresistible charm of a
Sesame Street character, and certainly seemed
the favourite among those who were present
when I visited at the show. This is important.
Without such elements of humour and play the
exhibition could have the lugubrious feel ol The
Wasteland "That corpse you planted last year in
your garden, Has it begun to sprout?" With them,
it achieves a tonal blend, more subtle and
compelling, that allows it neither to deny the facts
of death nor to sentimentalise the story of life and

to listen.

re-growth

surrounding space.

The thirty-three figures are carefully grouped some as a kind of Greek chorus, backed against
the wall; some in clusters, gathered as if in private

These placements are powerfully
suggestive. The three forms standing in the
corner furthest from the entrance spoke to me of
the three Marys at the tomb of Christ, bewildered
to find the stone rolled away; or of the three
Fates, threading together the worlds of the living

Catherine Bates

Pictures for the People
British Life and Landscape Collection
1

957-2000.

Herbert Aft Gallery, Coventry

ln 1957 the new Herbert Art Gallery was
opened and the lrish poet and curator, John
Hewitt, was appointed its first Director. Over
the next fifteen years he bought paintings and
sculptures which he believed would appeal to
the working men and women of Coventry,
fulfilling the aim of The Arts Council to bring
high culture to the widest possible audience.
This exhibition is the result of Hewitt's
purchasing policy,

The show raises many questions. The time
frame is a bit of a misnomer since the great
majority of the works date from the late 1950s.
Although this was an important period of
transition there is no hint of the emerging Pop
Art movement or the influence of Abstract
Expressionism on British afiists. The well
known names are absent and there are no
works by aftists such as Peter Lanyon, lvon
Hitchens, Paul Nash, Graham Sutherland, Ceri

Richards, Lucian Freud, Leon Kossoff or Frank
are worthy but
conventional landscapes by Nevinson and
Bomberg, who had, while influenced by
Vorticism and Futurism, produced their most
radical and imaginative work some forty or fifty

Auerbach. lnstead there

years earlier. Together with work by Gilbert
Spencer and Henry Lamb they are the most
accomplished landscape painters in the
exhibition, Wishing to create a collection that
was representative of the whole of the United
Kingdom, John Hewitt also bought work by
less well known artists, such as the Scotsman
MacLauchlan Milne, the Welshman, Kyffin
Williams and the lrishman, Colin Middleton;
the latter's Sea Wall (1966) hovers between
representation and abstraction creating an
image that is full of atmosphere and light.
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Ebbw

The City and Urban section fares slightly
better. There is a fine Lowry, Ebbw Vale

Vale

oil on canvas '1960

L.S. Lowry

(1960), a valley and hillside covered with rows

(1950), and London Whelk Woman (1951), or
Bernard Dunstan's Dawn (1958), who in both
style and subject hark back to Sickert and the

of

1

terraced houses, factory buildings and

industrial haze. John Bratby's, Christmas Eve,
Christmas Day and Boxing Day (1958), and
Carol Weight's Old Putney and the New
(1958), puncture the traditional view of British
(or is it English) life, the respectable gentility
seen in James Fritton's, Cafe (1948). The style

of

both afiists, one thickly painted

890s.

People, the third section, is dominated by
Social Realist paintings, images of 'working

men', manual labourers, hard,
individuals, such

as

muscular
Colin Middleton's,
(1959), Antony

Quarryman-lslander
Whishaw's Two Men Drilling (1958)

and
Fishermen and Boat, Arbroath (1957) by David
Tindle, paintings that reflect the new

and

deliberately brutal, the other sketchy, thin and
scratchy, seem to express the frustration and
boredom that both artists felt for the dreariness

awareness

and conformity of contemporary British life.
Sickert's Boredom (Ennui), not exhibited,
springs to mind, but both artists rejected the
approved painting style that Sickert inherited
f rom Degas and French painting; unlike
Ruskin Spear's, Mr. Hollingberry's Canary

of

working-class culture

as

depicted in contemporary films, such as

Saturday Night and Sunday Morning.
contrast, Stanley Spencer's Portrait of Miss
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ln

Porlrait of Miss Ashwanden in Cookham

1958 Stanley Spencer

Ashwarden in Cookham (1960) has no axe to
grind. With his power of observation, love of
detail, skill and imagination, he records the

traditional brick and timber framed detached
propedies with their walled gardens, in a
prosperous district of Cookham, with a
detached affection. Miss Ashwarden, seated in
a rich tapestried armchair, has a preoccupied,
distant look and clasps her hands nervously.
She is sixteen years old and just out of
hospital. She died of leukaemia a few weeks
after the portrait was finished. Spencer died
the following year.
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Fury 1956 oil on canvas
The only sculptures in the show are

agenda, one that would appeal, it was
believed, to the largely working-class,
manufacturing people of Coventry. lt might be
argued that a collection of work by Op and
Pop artists, by up and coming figurative and
abstract painters, would have been just as
appealing and possibly a better investment for

two

bronzes by Jack Greaves, well observed and
modelled images of old age and youth; in the

latter study

of a

young girl the style

Carel Weight

is

reminiscent of the Degas figures of dancers.

This exhibition points up the extent to which
British Art has changed in forty years.

Even so, the works do not represent the
changes that were already underway in the
1950s and that came to characterise the art of
the 1960s. With a few exceptions, Pictures for
the People (the title is revealing), ref lects

f

uture generations of Coventrians.

Nick Smale

rather a conservative choice, one with a social

INTERVALS
Paintings & Prints by Nancy Upshall
in her larger abstract images,
such as Rimose 1, Rimose 2 and lnterval,
which may be read as landscapes, but not
conventional ones. They are reminiscent of
geological cross-sections of landscapes,
demonstrated

Library Gallery, University of Warwick

Nancy Upshall writes that her work

is

concerned with "shape and colour in order to

manipulate the perception of space and
dimension". This is most convincingly

landscapes that lie beneath the surface, seen
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occasionally in exposed rock formations;
horizontal and vertical bands combined with
larger flowing areas that contain islands of
colour within them. By means of line, colour

between ground and object, where surface
becomes space and space becomes surface
again. This repeated disjunction is cubist in
origin, especially in her use of tone. She uses
colour well but is not a colourist in the sense
that Matisse was. She very often adds either
black or white to pure or mixed colours to get

and tonal contrasts Upshall creates a constant
alternation between ground and object, where
surface becomes space and space becomes

strong tonal contrasts and to give her
landscapes three-dimensionality and an
atmospheric and dramatic character. Her

surface again. This repeated disjunction is
cubist in origin, especially in her use of tone.
She uses colour well but is not a colourist in
the sense that Matisse was. She very often
adds either black or white to pure or mixed
colours to get strong tonal contrasts and to
give her landscapes three-dimensionality and
an atmospheric and dramatic character. Her
landscapes could so easily be full of light as
Cezanne's are, or purer tonic colour, but they
are distinctly Northern.

landscapes could so easily be full of light as
Cezanne's are, or purer tonic colour, but they
are distinctly Northern.

The different perspectives, the

By means of line, colour and tonal contrasts

Upshall creates

a

constant

individual

facets, of Upshall's landscapes are suggested
or evoked rather than made explicit, and the
unity and integrity of her style enables them to
co-habit without the appearance of incongruity:
a strong

alternation

lnterual

.

Nancy Upshall

Freedom of invention and stylistic unity
indicate an intuitive method of working, one
that is informed by remembered images rather
than ones consciously sought; the latter
always betray their origin, whereas the former
are created in the imagination and express
themselves in the language of the artist's style.

horizontal contour may suggest a hill or a
rocky outcrop, the association of a vertical with
an arrangement of horizontal colour bands
evoke f ields and sky, other conf igurations
suggest geological formations, fault lines,
exposed rock strata, intrusions or crystalline
deposits.
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This is not to say that her work is unrelated to

an analogy that seems apt, reveals in one print

any studies she may have made

an image of growth or alternatively a forgotten
vegetable, and in the other the condition of

of
organic

landscapes, or indeed of other
sources, but that these, and other

the weather.

impressions, have in time, been absorbed and

transformed by the imagination. All the
paintings in this exhibition are modest in size;
it would be interesting to see her take on the

Words and images are combined in Lost for
Words. A jumble of innumerable words are
caught up in a vortex of colour the whirl
around an empty still centre. ln Losl for Words
3, the image is spiky and angular, and the
'empty' centre is filled with slogans, such as
Help, Mayday and SOS. This is too obvious.

challenge of working on a much larger scale.

Apart from the many other small paintings,
there are a series of prints entitled Pause and
Lost for Words.ln the former narrow bands of
colour hang like a Venetian blind. Some two
thirds of the way down, the blind is pafted and
the space so formed is occupied, in Pause 2,
by a sprouting onion, and in Pause 3, by the
concentric rings of a splash. ln both instances
the horizontal strips of colour echo the internal

The message is

already

Understatement is more effective,
need to be spelt out or underlined.

it

implicit.

doesn't

Nick Smale.

structure of the onion and the concentric
ripples of the water. The parting of the blind,

Story of the Eye

that forms

a rippling background.

There's a

poetic, Zen-like stillness about this piece that

gives it the same appeal as white-on-white
Knut Asdam, A.K.Dolven & Dan Graham

Suprematism.

Mead Gallery, University of Warwick

lsolation is also on Knut Asdam's agenda but

in its alienated, urban form.

There's a
surprising beauty and a sense of awe in his
slides of some seriously brutal high-rise flats

A line of fir trees fills one of the Mead's not
inconsiderable walls. The branches stir,
apparently in the wind. But it's not that at all,

it's

far more

startling.

The
exhibition's agenda, to shift the notion of vision
away from the mind towards physical

that make Centre Point in London seem quite
cosy. The theme is taken up in his DVD, Filter
City. lt's a proper film with actors and credits

experience, suddenly comes alive as a fallen
tree rises as if from the dead. lt's a dignified

poetic

something

but with hypnotic action and

monologues that would have ended up on the
cutting room floor in your average Hollywood
movie. The monologues are addressed at
other people who either studiously ignore or
remain oblivious to the stream of
consciousness that's flowing around them. lt's
an example of film as way of thinking - original,
mysterious, curiously moving and as
bewildering as a dream.

resurrection which is best seen from the
doorway of A.K. Dolven's other installation,
Between the Morning and the Handbag.
Here a cold-looking nude meditates with rock-

like stillness as she stares out to sea. A
discarded handbag on the screen opposite
serves as a reminder of the often mundane
nature of reality. Dolven uses DVD projection
as a painter might do. The room is white and
luminous instead of the usual black. The figure
and handbag too are white, as also is the sea

Dolmen and Asdam share the show with Dan

Graham, one of the fathers of video art. lt
probably seemed a good idea to put them all
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company

together but it also highlights the gulf between
the brave pioneers and their technologically

as an

interesting curiosity,

a

museum piece from the days when video was
feeling its way. Things have moved on since
then but as a result, it should be said, of work

endowed successors. His Opposing Mirrors
and Video Cameras 1974 uses time lapse to
let us see ourselves as we were a few
seconds earlier. lt comes across in this

like his.
Peter McOarthy

Nw u$ N$\N N s.
New Work by Alison Lambeft.
Herbert Aft Gallery and Museum, Coventry.
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Lambert Ovidius
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'1999 Couftesy Jill George Gallery London

Alison Lambert draws with charcoal and a
dense black pastel on thick water-colour

paper, but what makes her drawings
a technical point of view is
the additional layering of pieces of torn
distinctive from

paper, which result in fragmented and, in her
late drawings, highly worked surfaces.
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Lambert is perfectly candid about the reason

for using this method. She writes, "All the
drawn marks, rubbings out, torn paper,
collaged effects, etc., are by-products of the
original aim - trying to get the figures, heads,
space, etc., to look right and to convert the
mental image into a drawn one". ln the only

as Elk Eber and Rudolf Lipus, and the

relatively early work on show, The Poet,1991,
the fragmented surface does seem to be
incidental to the drawn image. From a certain

distance

the

f

ragmented surface

sculptors, Joseph Thorak and Arno Breker.
Their heroic and symbolic human figures are
sometimes juxtaposed with animals, such as
horses, bulls and eagles, which also serve a
symbolic function. This simply points up the
dangers inherent in notions of idealism and
utopianism when they are linked to ideas of
racial superiority and nationalism, the results

is

unobtrusive and the drawing complete in
itself, yet the fragmentation does exist and
can inevitably be interpreted as qualifying the
reading of the drawing. ln the much later

work, Nicander, 1999, the
surface is
forming a

ragmented
more complex and integrated,
fractured screen
network,
f

of which have been

a

burned into our

twentieth-century consciousness. Lambeft
perhaps intuits this and in her drawings
expresses her fear and the latent threat.
Needless to say, her art serves no
nationalistic aims, nor does it pervert or

through which the larger than life head is
seen. This fracturing of the drawn surface
may be read as a counter, a critical comment
on, the otherwise confident assertiveness of
the poftrait.

the essentially humane and
aesthetic ideals of classical art. Her drawings
of the late 1980s are robust and

vulgarise

Unfortunately this exhibition does not show
any of Lambert's work of the late 1980s when
she first became strongly influenced by
Greek mythology (initially by reading Homer's
Odyssey), and the classical sculpture of
ancient Greece. ln her drawings of this period
the human images are idealised (in the sense
that they are portrayed as heroic and
symbolic figures), notably classical in style
and are nearly always juxtaposed with
animals, bulls, horses, eagles and rams, that
strength,
symbolise qualities, such
fearlessness and fertility. The human images
are not, however, overly beautiful physically
but have a certain nobility and undoubtedly
convey physical strength and power. Many of
them to a greater or lesser extent convey
also an underlying sense of threat and
occasionally violence, which Lambert
characterises as, "a dark undercurrent of
irrationality, threat and potential danger". This
is particularly so in The Atreidae, 1988, and
Perseus, 1989; in the latter the violence is
overt. The drawings evoke the heroic and
mythic world, not only of Homer's Odyssey,
but also of his other great work, the lliad, a
story of the savagery of war.

unsentimental, they echo the spirit of
Homer's distant world, but most importantly
they are also truthful; Lambert does not
shrink from acknowledging, that in all this,
there is a darker side to human nature. Yet
still in some drawings of this period, as in the
case of Thespis, 1990, and Sapho,1989,
there is a more contemplative and
introspective side. ln the latter drawing, the

to deliberately
reinforce the questioning note. ln the 1990s
Lambert became increasingly influenced by
the later Classical period of Greek art. The
two large heads of 1999, Nicander and
Ovidian, retain a certain nobility and classical
feel but show the extent to which Lambert
moved away from her earlier work. The
heads have much more individuality, they
have personality and character. They have a
history. lt is possible to empathise with them.
The majority of the portraits drawn in the
1990s are thoughtful and inward looking, the
heads and eyes are turned away, seeming to
avoid contact with an audience, but in the
portrait of Nicander the look is almost
challenging, disconcertingly she stares
directly back at the viewer. The exploration of
character is taken a stage further in the aged
portraits of Ester, 1999, and Amos, 1999.
Both express strength and dignity, suffering
and endurance. The fractured surface of the
paper no longer forms a screen through
which the image is viewed. The torn
fractured surface seems

as

combination of heroic idealisation,
physical strength, power and the underlying

The

threat of Lambert's images

suggest
painters
disconcertingly the work of some
and sculptors associated with the National
Socialist Art of the Third Reich, painters such
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are physically muscular and powerful,

surfaces, the rubbings out, the collaged and
textual qualities have become the very fabric
of the drawing, the means by which ageing is
given form. This technique is developed
further in the six full-figure drawings which
dominate the exhibition.

are
also threatening. lmages from classic horror
movies come to mind. lmmersion recalls the
figure of Mary Shelley's creation suspended
in a tank of liquid. ln Presence, it is possible
to imagine the eyes suddenly opening as in a
scene from Dracula, and in Emergence lhe
half bent figure might be emerging from a
tomb (alternatively, because the posture
resembles Michelangelo's Florence Pieta, il
might be interpreted as the figure of Christ).
This is not to demean in any way, the
seriousness or the quality of Lambert's work.
Like Mary Shelley's great creation, that still
remains a potent metaphor after two hundred
years, Lambert has created images that
externalise her inner vision of the human
condition and her latest drawings may be
seen as metaphors for our contemporary
human existential predicament (whether the
attempt to grasp, let alone express, an
objective reality that has value and meaning,
philosophical
indeed possible,
question of quite a different order). Perhaps
her figures are in sense the modern
descendants of the mythic protagonists of
ancient Greek mythology, but if they are 'just'
mythic figures, we dare not reject them,
however tragic, even frightening they may
appear. They are after all, the only tools we
have to work with. Lambert's human images
convey a powerful 'felt' truth; they remain
potent in our imagination, proof against the
philosopher's logical expositions.

Some eight foot high, contained in narrow
black frames, these works hang from several

feet above the viewer's head. They are
disturbing human images that seem to
express states (in some cases intense), of
physical and mental/spiritual suffering. Their
suffering is stoical. They stay rooted in the

physical reality

of their

bodies,

in the

consciousness of their pain, but also in their
unique sense of isolation. They do not
occupy any structured space, a landscape or

an interior. There are no artefacts, no
narrative, no human relationship. They are
their own creations, architects of their own
alienation and they seem to offer no hope of

is

redemption.

a

Ambiguities in some of the drawings add to
the sense of unease. ln Fall, tor example, is
the figure in the act of falling or has she
already fallen? Why are her hands held
awkwardly behind her back as if bound

together. Has she been executed?

is a

ln

lmmersion, is the man standing or lying, and
is the figure in Suspend, hanging by his arms
or simply reaching up. None of the figures
look outward or at the viewer. ln Presence,
for instance, the head of the female figure is
tilted down and the eyes are either closed or
looking down. ln lmmersion, the man's eyes
are tightly closed and the down-turned mouth
is stoically shut. Like some of Lambert's
earlier classical subjects, these figures, which

Nick Smale

I ISR is a pro-active organisation seeking to promote the visual arts in Leamington
and the surrounding area. Our membership consists of both adists and supporters of the visual arts.
seeks to supporl any visual art of quality and merit. LSA is involved in representing the visual ads in

Spa
LSA

the current development of Leamington's Cultural Quarter, promoting exhibitions and events for the public,
and establishing studio space for local artists. This was secured four years ago at Notlh Hall, Spencer
Yard, Leamington Spa. LSA has been publishing Artspace for over five years. ( See next page, 30 ) .....
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Writers, Critics, Something to Say?
Artspace is looking for feature writers and commentators for the next and future Editions. Proposals are
invited for articles on any topic relevant to the visual afts. These need not be confined to the locality or the
Midlands. Writers should present an informed argument or point of view concerning any issue which could
be of interest to the readership of Artspace. Submissions must be word-processed and be no larger than
2500 words; illustrations should be provided in the form of high quality photographs , prints or on CD, either
in colour or black and white. lmages via email are not normally acceptable.
Regrettably Artspace cannot pay fees. lf you are interested, please email a proposal of no more than 300
words by the end of May including synopsis of topic and predicted length to.. .. ....

pmc.art@viroin.net

Peter McCarthy at

Reminder

Reminder
VERY IMPORTANT

Reminder

INFORMATION .. for your diary

1) Saturday 15th Mav 2.00-3.O0pm: Loft Selection Dav
CALLS FOR SUBMISSIONS TO EXHIBIT WORK AT THE LOFT THEATRE GALLERY, L-SPA

PLEASE SUBMIT A PORTFOLIO OF WORK FOR appraisal ON SATURDAY 15rH MAY
2PM TO 3PM AT THE LOFT THEATRE
Ask for KATHY

JARVIS nb. easiest access and parking is via Spencer Yard
See pag e 2 lor details

2) Saturdav

19th

- Sundav 2Oth June: Leaminqton

Peace Festival

The Bandstand Gardens, Leamington Spa

This year for the first time LSA is to take part in the Leamington Peace Festival. We are planning
to run a stall which will have work by LSA members for sale, and which will also provide the public
with information about LSA's various activities and events

See page 3 for details
1't Jul

10.00-1

1

for the LSA

.30am:

Exhibition:
This year we are having an extra LSA Open Exhibition in the Library Gallery at the University of
Warwick. The exhibition will run from 3rd 30th July, and is timed to coincide with the
Warwickshire Artsweek2OO4, which runs from 3rd - 11th July.

-

See page 3 for details
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Brian Lamont

SALVADOR DALI
LIMITED EDITION PRINTS, CERAMICS & SCULPTURES
27 MAY

-

18 JULY 2OO4

This Exhibition marks the centenary of the birth of one of the greatest artists and personalities of
the last century. We will be showing the limited edition suite of Limoges porcelain plates, "The
Cosmos", lost-wax limited edition sculptures and limited edition prints from a number of suites
including "The Divine Comedy" and the "Pentagruel" Suite

For more information or to join our private-viewing evenings, please contact

THE WHITE ROOM
@
H M GRAPHICS
111 REGENT STREET, LEAMINGTON SPA
01926 888086
e-mail HMGWHITEROOM@aol com

